A common challenge for corporate tax and finance departments is data aggregation and reporting. By the time you aggregate data from multiple sources, reports can be outdated. What if you could visualize your data in real-time, giving you the clarity and insights you need to make strategic business decisions?

**XCManalytics as a Service** provides real-time, actionable intelligence to help you improve process efficiencies, increase capacity, and drive productivity in your business. It provides visibility to your department’s operational workflow data, bottlenecks, and insights to help you make adjustments towards lasting business improvements.

**Take your XCM data to the next level.**

Knowing what happened will no longer suffice in today’s business landscape. Corporate tax and finance leaders are now expected to identify why it happened and what is actionable.

With XCManalytics as a Service, you’ll be empowered to make instant, accurate decisions on your business.

By using your department’s XCM data points in a highly visual, fully interactive dashboard, you are able to:

- Gain a multi-dimensional view of your business process metrics, including a historical and future-forward view of your business.
- Combine operational and financial analytics for year-over-year benchmarking.
- Better visualize your business with connections to your different point solutions.
- Use predictive data analytics to help track KPIs.
- Improve internal controls and better mitigate risk.
Customize XCManalytics as a Service for your department.

Unlike some solutions that impose a set of reports, the XCManalytics as a Service Customized Service Package includes access to a dedicated XCM Consultant who will configure the specific reports you need to make key business decisions in real time.

Your XCManalytics as a Service dashboards will enable you and your team to improve overall productivity and effortlessly track critical performance metrics, all while slashing the time spent on aggregating data for reports.

Key Benefits:

- Dashboards with drilldown reporting options
- Real-time insights from any device with Internet access
- Email-able links to interactive reports for convenient data sharing with other licensed users.
- A dedicated XCM Consultant starting with your customized implementation and continuing throughout your subscription

Productivity, Simply Enabled®

By using XCManalytics as a Service, your department will gain:

Visibility to business performance compared to year-over-year benchmarking data.

Control over who has access to powerful interactive reports, and how you use them.

Flexibility to view your XCM data in a highly visual dashboard format.

Accountability to identify priorities and eliminate bottlenecks.

To learn more about how XCManalytics as a Service can increase productivity in your department, contact us at 781.356.5152 or visit xcmsolutions.com today.